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Ramp Up to
Golden Age
Chapter 1

Golden Age failed.
There is nothing can be done about that now.
The most significant event in history. Lost for now. Because of the greed, folly and
blindness of lesser men. Many of the key technologies and projects critical to Golden
Age lost. The Arc Reactor. Lost. The Impulse Drive. Lost. The 8-State Computer.
Lost. Quantum Drive. Lost. My new tunnelling technology. Lost. My new technology
for easier non-polluting extraction of metals from ore. Lost. My solution for recycling
and waste management. Lost. Much of my Unification Theory between Classical
Physics, Quantum Physics, String Theory, Relativity, Electromagnetism, Chaos
Theory and Consciousness. Lost. And more. Much, much more. The cost to humanity
incalculable. Ascension blocked. Over the greed and pettiness of corrupt, lesser men.
Even now the sad fucks would still do nothing. They would ignore the threat of the
Borg and the annihilation of humanity. Ignore it. On the off-chance that the saddest
fucks imaginable could steal my technology. And so they wait. Wait until I am
completely compromised. Ignoring the threat of destruction. Ignoring all. For the
chance to try to steal some technology.
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In direct response to this I have to choice but to deny
another technology
This one would not be one of my top key technologies. But I would still estimate its
value in excess of one trillion euro. It has enormous applications in a number of
different sectors. It is a technology in computing which I developed in 2013 specially
for the Space Industry, but it has broad applications in industry generally.
Here is the deal. Humanity is fucked. Absolutely fucked. With the denial of Golden
Age we face certainty of annihilation. Donald Trump would let America go to nuclear
war rather than let Golden Age be triggered. He would. He is that fucking stupid.
Another technology has now been denied. With every fuck up, every delay by
governments I will deny further technologies. When are you sad fucks going to get it?
Humanity is FUCKED unless we can salvage something of Golden Age. No words
can express my contempt.
Wake the fuck up and do your fucking jobs!
History will record each and every one of you that blocked.

May You Live Forever
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Golden Age is blocked for now.
The sad thieving corrupt fucks have ensured that.
However it is critical that we salvage something. My key technologies may be denied.
But I still have a number of technologies that could be released, if governments do the
right thing and grow the fuck up. I may see them as my more minor technologies. But
they would still be seen by governments as quite significant. Nothing like what I had
planned to release before. But still enough to put nations such as France on the Moon.
Just about. So many technologies have now been denied that it is just about possible
now for countries such as France to go to the Moon with what I could still offer. But
if any more technologies are lost then that option too would no longer be viable.
Golden Age may be blocked for a number of years. But it is critical that something be
salvaged now so that humanity is ready for the next window. Contact me straight
away. Make the deal. Salvage something. That way even though we will not be going
Golden Age now, we will be ramping up in preparation for another shot at launching
Golden Age some years in the future. In the meantime every day that passes by more
technologies are being lost.
For I will take my knowledge to the grave rather than see it in the hands of such
dishonourable men.
I use the word “men” lightly. They are not men. Any who are fucking around with
Golden Age are not men. I could have no respect for such Shadows of Men.
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Every day that passes we lose more and more of Golden
Age
Every day that passes brings humanity closer to annihilation. For without Golden Age
we will not be able to stand against America’s allies, the Borg.
Every day that goes by I will deny more technologies. The pickings are getting slim.
Please do not leave it too late. Also the price for the technologies that I would offer
now has risen considerably. Governments have repeatedly demonstrated that they are
not interested in cooperation. They are not interested in working in Good Faith. They
are not interested in honour. All they give a fuck about is fucking people over for
every penny they can.
So be it. It is not the way I work. I hate that mentality. But the way I offered of
working with honour, mutual cooperation, win-win scenarios – this is not of interest
to governments. So be it. I hate your way of working. But it seems that it is the only
way you understand. So I’ll play it your way.
I will offer you the bare minimum of technology and fuck you over as much as I can
to squeeze every last fucking cent out of you. My price has gone up and it goes up
every day that governments keep delaying. Do not expect good will from me. Before
yes. But not now. You want my help? Then bring a fucking chequebook with room
for lots and lots of zeros. Pay me the money and then fuck off.
That is the deal.

Civilization IV Trailer
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The deal I offer is nowhere close to as good a deal as
what I offered in the past
The deal then was incomprehensibly good. I offered Golden Age. I offered it all. On a
platter. But it wasn’t enough. The more I offered the more the dishonourable fucks
wanted to take more. So they can absolutely go fuck themselves. It is not simply the
dishonour. The level of incompetence is absolutely incomprehensible to me. There is
not the most basic understanding of business. It should be obvious that if one fucks
over someone who one wishes to do business with then this will have a catastrophic
impact on business dealings. That should be fucking obvious. Even to a retard.
If one acts without honour in business then expect this to be business suicide. Because
it will come back to bite you in the ass. That to me is fucking obvious.
And so the new deal I offer is a shitty deal by my standards.
But it is still, by government standards, a very good deal. I still offer technology
which by your pitiful standards would be seen as revolutionary. And I offer it at a
price which would be, by your standards, a great bargain.
Take it or fucking leave it.
But if you leave it, don’t be surprised when humanity goes to annihfuckinlation.

Days of Future Past – Look into my mind
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Let me summarise the new deal
I have the knowledge to build Warp Drive. But I offer shitty kerosene rockets that
could just about barely make the Moon.
For me that technology is Stone Age. When I said that I could build a rocket to go to
the Moon about as easily as most countries could build a bus, what I said was true.
But that would be if I used my full knowledge. That would be if I built a rocket using
Impulse Drive. If I did that I could build that rocket in a shed in a year. The rocket I
have in mind would weigh about 52 tonnes, with a payload of 26 tonnes.
That’s with Impulse Drive.
However I have no choice but to deny Impulse Drive. Which makes going to the
Moon much more difficult for me. If I use a kerosene rocket I could probably still do
it with rockets in about the180 tonne range. (The Saturn V rocket weighed almost
3,000 tonnes by comparison). I do not offer that level of technology to governments.
But in a race for the Moon I would limit myself to that. We’d have that in Ireland.
Top Secret. Known only to a few. What I would offer those outside Ireland is a way
to go to the Moon with rockets in about the 320 tonne range.
So I am proposing that I give governments the technologies to go to the Moon far
more economically. But still using existing fuels.
Just far more efficiently.
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